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Compliance ≠ Security

u Many organizations are concerned with compliance but stop 
there

u Compliance should be viewed as the minimum benchmark 
not the end goal

u You can easily be compliant and still be insecure

We met the goals of 
compliance and stopped



NIST Password Standard
u NIST updated their password standard to recommend choosing longer 

passwords that are infrequently changed as opposed to changing passwords 
every 90 days.

u The frequent changes lead to users choosing less secure passwords and as 
such worked to reduce security



Time for an Evidence Based Approach

u We as cybersecurity professionals need to start developing quantitative 
methods for empirically evaluating security controls

u We need to stop assuming that deployed controls will be effective against a 
cyberattack and test our controls to ensure actual efficacy

u We need to develop metrics around security controls to ensure that control 
additions and changes we make to our environments actually result in 
improved security outcomes

u Time for security to become more science than art



Quantitative Risk 
Assessment to 
Identify Threats

Develop Metrics to 
Quantify Threat 
Impact, Control 
Efficacy, IR Efficacy

Develop a Way 
to Simulate the 
Threat

Simulate the 
Threat and 
Collect Metrics

Analyze 
Collected Metrics 
to Identify 
Deficiencies

Remediate Deficiencies 
and Repeat Testing to 
ensure Remediation



Evidence Based Security Example

u A mass malware outbreak was 
simulated in a NYC area hospital to 
see how well defenses would stand up 
against a real attack

u A writeup of how this exercise was 
conducted is made available from the 
AEHIS Incident Response Committee



Mock Incidents

u Help you to identify weaknesses in incident response plans

u Help identify deficiencies in security controls

u Help to ensure staff can effectively and efficiently respond to an incident
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Incident Handling

u Preparation (Pre Incident)

u Identification

u Containment

u Eradication

u Recovery

u Lessons Learned (Post Incident)
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Mock Mass Malware Outbreak

u Made use of the EICAR test file

u A harmless file that all AV makers recognize as a virus for testing 
purposes

u Wanted to evaluate:

u How well our AV software was able to detect the outbreak

u How quickly staff would identify, respond to, and contain the 
outbreak
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Simulating the Outbreak
u Wrote a Perl script that accepts a listing of all computers in the 

organization

u It was setup to copy the EICAR test file to each PC on the list 
and execute the file to set off the AV

u Script was executed without the knowledge of other staff 
members to get a realistic evaluation of real world response
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During the Outbreak
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The Good
u IT staff members did identify the outbreak, 

track down the source of the infection, and 
remove it from the network

u Many in place security features stopped the 
spread of the infection to parts of the 
network (some examples):

u Network segmentation - ACLs between 
VLANs

u Security configuration of our VDI 
desktops
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The Bad
u While the incident was detected and 

contained response time could be improved

u No normal users reported anything to the 
help desk even though AV infection prompts 
appeared on their desktop at the time of 
detection by AV
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Lessons Learned
u The configuration of our AV software was updated to make the outbreak more 

noticeable to IT staff

u Internal training was conducted to better improve the ability of IT staff 
members to detect the source of such an incident and how to handle it

u IT staff members now better understand the need for certain security 
practices

u Based on the results of the test we are able to further harden the security of 
network infrastructure and endpoints – enhanced network segmentation to 
move towards a zero trust model
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Zero Trust
u Zero Trust – enforces the creation of a perimeter around every network 

enabled device to ensure that only preapproved traffic flows are allowed

u Zero-trust environments and the high level of network segmentation they 
require are an ideal way to help mitigate the spread of malware and other 
security threats because communications between systems on the same 
network will likely not even be possible unless there was already a 
legitimate use case defined in the firewall polices that control the 
communications between systems.
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Steps to Zero Trust
u Identify all information systems 

u Identify data flows between information systems

u Implement network segmentation

u Test your setup with simulated incidents/red team 
exercises
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Where is all my Data?
u Organizations should have a map of where all of their data assets are and 

where their data flows to

u This effort needs involve more than just IT. A surprising amount of sensitive 
data may not be under the control of IT (HR, Finance, etc)

u Finance sending data to an external vendor for revenue cycle management or 
collections

u Paper based records such as a morgue logbook may still have PII

u Shadow IT, BYOD, etc

u This map should include data collected and distributed by IoT devices 
like security cameras, medical devices, etc.  
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Data Flows
u Interviewing the system administrators to see where data 

comes from and goes to

u Manufacturers documents to see ports and protocols

u Collecting and analyzing NetFlow data 

u Vmware Vrealize Network Insight

u Wireshark

u Identified data flows can be used as the basis for network 
segmentation and zero trust 
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Virtualized Environment Challenges
u Virtual environments were traditionally harder 

to secure with network access controls as 
communications between virtual machines on 
the same host often occurred on the back 
plane of a server and never reached a switch 
or other network appliance
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Zero Trust for Virtual Environments
u Software Defined Networking 

and security products like NSX 
and Hyper-V network 
virtualization make 
approaching zero trust 
networks more feasible
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Zero Trust with NSX

The Distributed 
Firewall allows for 
each virtual 
machine to have a 
perimeter formed 
around it and for 
rules to be 
configured in the 
firewall to control 
communications to 
and from the virtual 
machine
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Where to Start
u Start with the most widely accessed systems with the most well known 

services

u DHCP

u DNS

u NTP

u Web Servers

u KMS

u WSUS

u etc

Systems requiring more 
specialized rules or more 
thorough isolation can be 
added over time
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Physical Network - NAC

u Make use of NAC to create port based polices that restrict communications 
based on device type.  

u E.g. – PCs are allowed to connect to the subnet containing the EHR and PACS 
systems, but are not allowed to communicate with each other

u NAC based policies created for other device types such as printers, security 
cameras, etc

u NAC works well for devices types where there are a large number of devices 
with common access needs spread out across the organization

u Can control communications between devices plugged into the same switch
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Internal Firewalls
u Internal firewalls are also used to control communications between 

subnets and to control communications between one of a kind 
devices that are on the network – e.g. an MRI machine

u Great way to virtually patch legacy devices
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Repeat the EICAR Mock Incident

u Only the endpoint the script 
was launched from was 
impacted as the endpoint was 
prevented from connecting to 
other endpoints in the 
organization
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Defense in Depth
u Zero Trust is a highly useful and effective security 

control for mitigating the spread of an attack

u Zero trust, however, is not a panacea for all information 
security needs

u A firewall will not protect a Web server from being 
compromised if the attack comes via port 80 or 443 as an 
example
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What’s Next

u Extending the zero trust principles to the application level and 
beginning to test and rollout application whitelisting to systems in our 
infrastructure

u Signature based defenses that match known malware or malicious 
behaviors are no longer sufficient for detecting and stopping threats 
on servers and endpoints

u Increasingly interested in defenses that do not rely on signatures to 
block malware
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OWASP Mutillidae

A deliberately 
vulnerable web 
application for 
training security 
testing skills
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XAMPP on Virtual Machine

XAMPP is installed on 
a Windows 2012 R2 
virtual machine that 
is running  App 
Defense
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Mutillidae

Mutillidae unzips 
into the htdocs
folder of the Apache 
install and can be 
accessed via a Web 
browser
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Behavioral Baseline

App Defense monitors the VM 
for a period of 2 weeks to 
learn the typical behavior of 
the VM with regards to 
processes that establish 
inbound or outbound network 
connections
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DNS Lookup with Mutillidae

The DNS lookup function passes the 
provided input to a system call that uses 
nslookup

Inputs are not properly sanitized so lets 
append something to our domain name –
OS Command Injection

google.com& “C:\Program Files\Internet Explorer\iexplorer.exe” google.com
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App Defense Alarm

The OS command 
injection attempt to use 
IE to access an external 
resource caused app 
defense to block the 
connection attempt and 
trigger an alarm
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Real World Medical Device Incident

u X-ray machine software image 
install disk came infected with 
Conficker



Questions

u https://www.linkedin.com/in/christopherfrenz/


